
All Our Antecedents Are Enveloped in the Black Cloak of Crime

I. La Jura de Bandera...

After the pledge of allegiance, the students took their seats. The announcements had just declared 

fútbol  and basketball  practice  that  afternoon,  followed by  a  dance  recital  in  the  evening.  As  the 

principal shut down his intercom,  Señora Oniria pulled down the white screen and flicked on the 

projector sitting in the middle of the tight classroom. Señora Oniria was a young teacher straight out of 

Bogotá, teaching in her first year, who often donned a purple scarf to distract from her supple body, 

and waved it around frequently in class. She was a hands-on teacher who pushed the Socratic method 

to the limits, asking questions to every student, every day, regardless of whether they had read the 

homework or expressed an interest. Víctor was one of those students who spoke in every class and as 

students stumbled on some of  Señora Oniria's harder questions, he was there to pick up the slack. Like 

everyone in the class it was his senor year and most were planning on college (what else is there to 

do?).  Víctor  was  awaiting his  acceptance  to  the  Universidad de  Bogotá  himself,  as  well  as  other 

schools across Gran Columbia, Perú, and even the United States. 

Señora Oniria pulled from her bag a clear, laminated sheet and laid it under the piercing light 

of the projector. Class, she announced, this will be a review for your final exam. Víctor was a great 

student, but struggled on tests. His mind clouded during the examen final like a mysterious fog rolling 

through tired, ancient Buenos Aires. Oniria uncorked her green marker and wrote upside-down so the 

student's could see. Her letters were bold, thick, and felt important. Celia, love, Oniria said, please 

name me the system under which we in the Federation live. She scoffed the question, although Víctor 

knew it was easy. Democracy, she said. Well,  sí, you are partly correct. Víctor? He placed his hand 

back  down  on  his  desk.  Republic.  Sí,  muy  bien.  And  what's  the  difference  Víctor?  He  tried  to 

remember what he'd wrote in his notes. He began to open his notebook, a sin in Oniria's class. He got 

her scarf waved in his face. No, no, what does it mean to you? He swallowed. Well...democracy is rule 

by the  people,  directly,  a  republic  is  rule  by the  people,  indirectly.  Sí,  and...Ricardo,  what  is  the 

founding document of this great republic? You should all know these, this is easy. I expect hesitation 

on Supreme Court cases. How can I rephrase this...What's our  mythology, if you will, Ricardo? No? 

Clase? Víctor spoke after an apathetic silence. The Constitution of the Isthmus of Panamá. Víctor's 

right, she said. Class, this is when the newly independent states of Perú and Bolivia, as we know, 

came together under Bolívar and joined Gran Columbia in the Federation of Latin America. Now, our 

united states, if you will. Folks, I expect better out of you than this.

The rest of the class focused on a litany of people, places and dates – something she assured 



them would not be predominant on the final exam, it was only reviewed so one could get a sense of 

where things fit in history. Víctor knew better, and he imagined the timelines and charts that he'd 

begin to sketch when school let out. He began to make a graph charting the unprecedented events of 

the  Congress  of  Panama in  1826  when he  heard  his  name.  I'm sorry  Señora,  can you repeat  the 

question. She seemed genuinely annoyed, but with Víctor, she toned down her attitude. What is the 

precedent set in Hidalgo v. Caracas? Precedent? He was overwhelmed at the point and began to shut 

down. He couldn't remember Hidalgo from Gutíerrez from Asturias. A bright student named Gualo 

answered in Víctor's stead. Something about the first amendment. Víctor took history very seriously, 

although he had no real plans to advance his studies in college beyond the core classes required to 

graduate. He knew the importance of these court cases and presidents and foreign policy decisions 

like the dates of wars, who we went to war with and against whom. He'd memorized the social forces 

he'd have to know: industrialization, labor, women's, Native American – but truthfully, Víctor got 

short at breath thinking about how everything jumbles together. He has a hard enough time getting 

himself going in the mornings. Some would complain about the Federation, he'd think, but whatever 

the flaws that were shown in school, it's like no one else on earth, and for that Víctor takes stock in the 

apathy of this class – those students won't be able to run this country to the ground!

Class, please review for the test next week. But more importantly, please try to identify with 

what we've talked about. I mean to say, recognize this country is what it is because of these things we 

discussed  today.  She  took  both  ends  of  her  scarf  and  fluttered  them  towards  the  door,  You're 

dismissed, I'll  see you next week. Study! Víctor scribbled last second thoughts about how he was 

going to study. Some walked past Víctor towards the door, a few approached  Señora  Oniria at her 

desk to discuss grades, some questioning if there was any value in showing up for the exam at all. 

Víctor shut his notebook and packed it into his bag and walked out the door. Waiting for him was 

Gualo, a handsome kid who was both smart and popular, on the fútbol team and on scholarship at the 

Universidad de Panamá.

Víctor, Gualo began, how about meeting us at Café Iberia after school? Víctor declined, he said 

he had to study for history and other classes. No, Gualo said, I'm sorry, I meant as as study group. A 

couple kids from class to study history, and talk about it, impart some knowledge in our small heads, 

he said with a beaming smile. Víctor seemed nervous, he didn't know what to say. Gualo understood. 

Listen, Víctor, no pressure. We'll be at the Iberia from about six, after my game, until maybe eleven, if 

that's not too late. You come, you come. If not, I'll see you for the exam. Any word on university's yet? 

Víctor shook his head, No word yet. It'll come, said Gualo optimistically. Hope to see you tonight, I've 

got to get to Spanish. 



Víctor stumbled through the rest of his day. He had Spanish and math on lock. Some of his 

classes did not have final exams. But it was only history – the vastness, the scale, the importance (self 

imposed or not) that commanded Víctor's attention. He could speak Spanish and add polynomials, 

but what is history? Can one be historical in any gifted sense of the word? If that is what needed to be 

done, Víctor was going to go online and look up what it takes to be that and become it. It may require 

meeting at the Café Iberia. As school ended, Víctor was in debate. Should he or should he not bring 

his timelines and charts with him to the Iberia tonight?

II. That was 1903...

Víctor pulled up to his driveway nearly an hour after school let out. Traffic, school parking, a regular 

litany of useless time constraints. He tapped a piece of plastic on his key chain and his car beeped, 

locking it's self from the world. His home was a cookie-cutter reproduction of about a half-dozen 

different designs throughout his small, circular neighborhood. Some of the kid's he knew shared the 

same outline of his home – but this, of course, meant nothing to him. He turned his keys into his 

home, laid down his backpack, and scurried up the carpeted stairs towards his room.

Víctor began to think, as he stared into his computer screen, that all his passwords are same. 

Give or take a letter or number here or there. The screen loaded his e-mail.  Nothing new, except 

newsletters from organizations that helped to prove to Víctor that he was still alive (although barely), 

which he'd delete on sight. His bookmarks led him to the news, to forums, to several websites he 

needed for school (asking for the same passwords...). He'd type and type and type nothing. His mind 

wandered.

His room was lined with fútbol players from the Liberators to the Jaguars – exotic concepts, 

noble  creatures,  hidden  lives.  He  also  had  a  small,  framed  portrait  painting  done  by  his  great-

grandfather who lived to see triple digits. It was of the Allied invasion of Normandy during World 

War II. He was a member of the Federation's Navy, he stormed the garrisons (so he told) during the 

invasion of France and Germany. He'd seen and spent time in Berlin at the end of the war, helping the 

Americans divide Berlin into quarters, lamenting that if his country was only strong enough, they'd 

have a slice of Berlin to themselves. Víctor, he'd admit, had a fascination with the second great war. 

Not only because of his father's grandfather, but because of its simplicity. The human personification 

of good versus evil. The binary opposites, and their attractions to one another; it helps fuel people's 

worldviews today, Víctor thought. Sometimes, he'd imagine terrorism existed in Gran Columbia. In 

Peru. Anywhere in the Federation.  Not because he wanted to see people he may have known be 

killed, but to force evil to show it's face, and because Víctor had a sense within himself, a feeling that 



he'd want to be the one to chase it down, to murder evil, with only a dull knife if need be.

His parents were not home often until late. His mother taught engineering at a local college 

that Víctor wanted no part of, even though he'd receive a full scholarship. His father worked as the 

head of a string of maquiladoras,  strictly overseen by the government (through his father's  eyes), 

maquiladoras that made all sorts of textiles. He'd often eat dinner alone, before the two of them would 

come home and lead two separate lives – his mother in the den reading science fiction and magazines, 

his father in front of the television, often watching nothing, lost in the waves of light and sound. It was 

to this that Víctor came down from his room. His mother asked about his day, he had given up truly 

telling her the details years ago. He'd make something up. His father would pay no heed. Víctor felt 

nothing for the situation, just as he felt nothing when he loaded his e-mail's every day. He told his 

parent's he was leaving to study with some friends. They asked for nothing, they told him to study 

good (not be careful) and not to be home too late.

The  beauty  of  Panama  City  lays  within  the  things  it  doesn't  say,  although  it  is  always 

whispering sweet nothings. Víctor could see the city from his perch atop the rest of the world; from 

the suburbs to the city. As he walked toward Calle Torrijos towards the bus terminals and light rail 

stations,  he began to imagine the views from the barrios in other South Americans countries.  For 

them, the city's center held the light. Víctor felt that for him, it was those in the city who dreamed of 

basking in the warmth of the outer crusts of Panamá.

He'd never been outside of the Federation. He'd never been to Argentina or Brazil or Mexico – 

even during the condor years, as they sometimes spoke of them as in his history class. It was a time of 

stability in Latin America (mostly South America), yet, his parent's never took Víctor on vacations. 

He'd seen the Gulf of Panama, took a ferry to La Palma. He'd seen the Canal for its one hundredth 

anniversary – still, according to Víctor, the greatest achievement of the Gran Columbian people, but 

that was old news. His dad, for business, went to Bocas del Torro only a year ago. But Víctor hadn't 

been anywhere in Gran Columbia. Not even the capital of Bogotá. For all the abundance and wealth, 

Víctor often felt that it would be in the city of Panama, in its jumbled arteries and varicose veins, from 

which he'd set  his  first  sail  into  the  unknown around him.  But  by virtue of  his  residence in  the 

(suburbs) city, he was too provincial and stunted. The department of Panama stuck out like a sore 

thumb of mainland Columbia – yes, they were brothers, as he'd been taught, born from one tradition 

(that of Bolívar) but he couldn't help but feel they were nothing but step brothers at best.

Dates began to flood  Víctor's brain as he passed statues and buildings and courthouses that 

he'd seen and read and been taught about all his life. Panama, and Gran Columbia, well, the United 

States, he thought,  were an important piece of Western revolutionary and political tradition. It was 



here in Panama that the Constitution was signed, against all odds, under the weight of Bolívar. It was 

here that the dead of the revolution were buried, under the National Monument, the names of those 

lost inscribed for all to see. It is here, in the Plaza de Julio, that Teddy Roosevelt came to pledge his 

assistance  with the  Panama Canal.  It  was  this  act,  so  detailed  in  the  defiant  statue  of  Roosevelt 

standing up to the hordes of men from Costa Rica or Mexico, blinded (and funded) by Spain, or so he 

was told, that saved the Federation from collapse. The intervention of the United States brought peace 

to Panama City as the canal was erected a monument to modernity. And it is here, thought Víctor, 

trying to remember exact  dates and names,  that the Federation pledged itself  to the Allied cause 

following Pearl Harbor. And it is also here that the names of those killed fighting Hitler are inscribed 

in individual plaques outside the President's mansion. That was 1941. FDR was president of America. 

Stalin was a communist from Russia. Hitler, Germany. Mussolini, Italy, but Italy would switch before 

the end of the war. Víctor remembered playing games with his and his friend's heritage to see where 

their families would come out from the war. The German's were always winners – brute, defiant, but 

flawed. The French were always pussies – willing to give it all away. One of his friends was Polish – 

everyone felt for him, his family would be run over by German tanks, they never stood a chance. It 

was fun, he remembered, until someone, inevitably, brought up Spain.

Víctor pulled the cord to the light rail and walked down the platform onto Calle Arias. It was 

about a dozen blocks from the station, their was just enough light to make it to the Café Iberia before 

dusk. It was not as if the police were not everywhere downtown, but he felt safer knowing he was 

with others (which explained the hurry down the crowded street weaving in between the workers 

who headed toward  the  bars  or  towards  the  rails  or  towards  their  cars  or  towards  their  homes 

downtown). The Federation's flag flew listlessly from a few windows. The Federation's national colors 

adorned advertising of every kind. The Federation's myths produced the cement, the cobblestone, the 

granite that the people waltzed over towards their destinations. Víctor paid no head to these pulses 

and rhythms. He pushed his way into the Iberia just as dusk was quietly rapping at the café's window.

III. My Skin Weighing Me Down

To Víctor, the Iberia that night resembled an Irish pub, or at least what he'd read about it from Joyce 

or seen on cable TV. To Víctor, the raucous music in one corner, the drunks at the bar, the intellectuals 

clouding their dissertations in a haze of cigarette smoke segregated throughout the pub, and Gualo in 

the back, waving poor Víctor towards his circle of friends, brought back memories of a place he'd visit 

for the first time.

Víctor!  It's  great  to  see  you've  come,  Gualo  said  enthusiastically.  Everyone  introduced 



themselves to Víctor, who sat down next to a older, maybe college aged, bearded man with thick 

glasses he'd never seen before. Gualo ordered another round of drinks (On my mom, he said, beaming 

again).  Víctor sat quietly so as to allow the boys to ease their  way back into study, which Víctor 

convinced himself they were doing before he rudely interrupted them. Gualo spoke to the rest of the 

students.

No,  Martín,  it  wasn't  for lack of  trying.  Monuments,  my friend,  are nothing but dead air, 

statues to misery, stone one way signs and dead-ends. Ole' Teddy, in the parque, no, the US was 

behind trying to create a rift between Panama, especially the city, and Gran Columbia beyond the 

Darian Gap. But we aren't Chile or Mexico, thank goodness, in our own ways, we didn't let them bowl 

us over, for good or bad. We built the canal ourselves.

Víctor said nothing. He didn't understand. He saw the statue of Teddy Roosevelt as he rode to 

the Iberia. He was a friend of the Federation. He didn't understand what the man was saying. Martín, 

from Víctor's class, looked down at his notes.

Come on man, Martín said, we're not like the rest of those countries. Besides, there is nothing 

like that in our notes for class. Just dates and times and people.

Víctor celebrated Martín in that instant. It was the notes that he wanted; he wanted to study for 

the test, not trade crackpot theories about other countries failings. Besides, Víctor knew that could 

happen if they were overheard. His heart started beating, his vertigo was returning. Can we try to 

study for this test? he said. We are, Gualo said. Just a little differently. Víctor didn't like different, but 

sat there all the same.

So, Martín said, trying to understand the Gualo, the other students listening attentively, you're 

saying that the US wanted to split the Federation and build the canal themselves.

Of course.

Víctor chuckled out loud. He was the only one. He turned to Gualo.

You're mistaken. The US may have it's issues, but they never treated us with anything but 

respect. Roosevelt was a good man.

Good? Maybe, if he lived by our standards. We acted like them,Víctor. It took us only until the 

1840s, not even twenty years after the Constitution was ratified before we began to act like them. They 

respected us because we acted like them! Our paths have crossed since then in a variety of ways – the 

wars we wage, the politicians we elect. Look at our native Americans, destroyed, living in reservations 

in Bolivia and Ecuador.  Look at our city,  modern and clean yet drowning in their own filth.  We 

resemble Argentina and Chile and El Salvador more than we know, despite it all.

Víctor had heard enough. He shuffled his notes, which featured a fancy drawing in colored 



pencil of his various timelines for World War II or the War for Independence from Spain. He had his 

presidential order numbered and dated. But he began to pack them away until Gualo reached out his 

hand and stopped him. Víctor, he said, please don't leave. Why? he asked. Gualo didn't answer, but 

stared into his eyes.

Víctor, Gualo said, aiming his words at the group, I asked you to come because it is time to 

reclaim the things we've lost all these years. I called you here because it's more important than a final 

exam and if that is all you're here for, please excuse me, for all of you, because I thought different 

when I invited you. I plan to study for the test, but I cannot anymore recite the names of presidents or 

tell you that Hitler invaded Czechoslovakia in 1939, the Cold War was between us and the Soviets, the 

important Supreme Court cases. I feel as if we're too shallow in our approach in class.

Víctor knew of this shallowness; he'd felt it daily in his routines. But there was a difference 

between living with it and rebelling against it. He tried to grapple with the gravity of what Gualo 

planned to do. He told them that he wasn't a teacher, he wasn't a preacher, he just wanted to truly 

understand the material for the test. Víctor could sympathize, but he felt it was better to recite the 

truth than push the boundaries of reality.

Víctor – when did the Federation join the great war?

1941. After Pearl Harbor. We were the first to pledge our allegiance to the Allie cause.

Besides Normandy, where else did Federation soldiers serve?

We served in Berlin after Germany surrendered. Africa, Italy, I believe. 

And, what happened as we came home from the war?

I don't understand. I think the answer is prolonged economic growth, an expanding middle-

class, a...

What year was the great earthquake?

1962, I believe.

How was the first elected president of Federation?

Ernesto Guales.

His vice-president?

Roberto Humboldt.

Why, Víctor, why the war? Why the presidents? Why the natural disasters? Why recount these 

things?

So we know where we came from and how we got here!

Here, Víctor! Here?

Yes, Gualo, here! Setting an example for the world in need of one.



The world, Víctor, like the South. You know we're sandwiched around reality. We live in a 

bubble Víctor. It is better to be imperfect, to strive for perfection, than to be given everything at once. 

Names, dates, monuments, misery, sedatives, history – they all sooth the mind for what lies beyond 

our gates. No, it's better to strive for history than memorize it.

They strive, Gualo, said Víctor, to look like us.

No one has to strive – we openly supported Pinochet and Videla and Pinto to look just like us.

That is stability, Gualo. It's freedom. I don't agree with some tactics, but like you said, it's better 

to strive for perfection, no one is perfect.

Gualo sighed deeply. The students were darting their eyes between the two men. Gualo stood 

calm, still almost, as if debated an old friend playing devil's advocate to be an asshole, but really 

agrees with every word he says. Víctor, on the other hand, was spinning inside his eyeballs, his neck 

pulsing as he tried to breathe amidst the smoke-filled pub. He just wanted to pass the test. He couldn't 

believe that Gualo had forced him to come only to dictate  the terms under which the discussion 

would go. He told him so, his voice shaking. He didn't know if Gualo would punch him in the face or 

just ask him to leave.

Gualo just laughed. Víctor, I did not force you to come. I forced you to answer me, why. That is 

the  problem.  We're  not  taught  that.  We're  not  allowed to know that.  Our country is  almost  two 

hundred years old. Our Federation has withstood any and all threats – both positive and negative 

(Víctor couldn't understand what a  positive threat could be). But we're not even taught of how we 

became the way were are.

And what is that, Gualo? Víctor was nearly ready to slip into the dark night alone, although 

the prospect frightened him, forcing him to listen to Gualo.

You don't know, Víctor?

About the Constitution? Of course!

The part about the war, about emulating the United States, about the Congress of the Isthmus. 

You know the delegates met just around the corner, in an old Spanish enclave in 1826. Then, Víctor, 

you must know celestial land we live in? The world where Bolívar said, before the fortunes of our 

founding fathers  changed us  forever:  I  am convinced,  to  the  very  marrow of  my bone,  that  our 

America can only be ruled through well-managed, shrewd despotism. Our unwholesome origins led 

Bolívar to say, All is lost! But, Víctor, it was until the countries, at one time like the American colonies, 

independent, decided to support this despotism Bolívar spoke of. It is why the Congress was a success. 

It was doomed to failure – the ideologists were set to win until they voted correctly and with Bolívar, 

for reasons I don't know...



He never said that. Our democracy ran a different course than the rest of the world.

Our democracy floated, Víctor, through the pages of notes you have in your hands. Our life-

term president's, our appointed senators, our shrewd despotism. That's why you're spinning. You're 

afraid. And I don't blame you.

Víctor placed his hands onto the chair to steady himself. He stared at Gualo, whose eyes were 

slightly inflamed, but not threatening. He couldn't believe Gualo, however. His knowledge, if you call 

it that, is useless in his life. He thought he'd come to the Iberia to study for his final exam, not listen to 

blasphemy, he told Gualo and his classmates who said nothing. Víctor moved his head about the 

room. He began to see the outlines of the Isla de Caíba. Somewhere exotic, somewhere he'd never 

been. He dreamed of escaping this history, this overwhelming mass of ideas and movements and 

hidden secrets. He clutched his timelines and imaged he was swimming in the Pacific.

It is people like you, Víctor said, who give our country a bad name. It is people like you who 

have tried to box us into the Latin America, instead of letting us box up all the hopes and dreams of the 

hemisphere for us all to share. Peace and security are not, Gualo, things to look down upon. Our 

founding fathers, our father's now, they should be respected. This is shameful.

Gualo never took his eyes off Víctor. Better to be shamed, he said, than bow one's head in 

pride.

Víctor inched towards the light rail before placing his back on the cold, brick that adorned 

most colonial buildings in the business district of Panama City, capital of the Federation, the State of 

Gran Columbia.  He took a  deep breathe  against  the  monstrous  skyline  and headed north in  the 

darkened streets, lit only by the bright lights of phosphorescent glow of the street lamps, watched 

only by the mechanical movements of the security cameras, until he reached a police house. It seemed 

empty, but a man waited for something at the front desk. Víctor pulled the door open, admiring the 

units crest emboldened on the glass door, surrounded by the colors of the Federation.

IV. Naturally, No One Came to Hear Him Speak

Víctor received top marks for his history exam. He gave credit  to his outlines and timelines that 

helped him memorize the names, dates and people that made up history. He didn't care, but Gualo 

never showed up for the exam and Señora Oniria asked nothing of him. 

Víctor arrived back home alone that afternoon to a package in the mail. He was accepted to the 

Universidad de Bogotá, on full scholarship. Víctor hadn't talked to his parents yet, but he felt a degree 

in history would be a beneficial thing to have. Authority, knowledge, experience; as historical as one 

gets.



As he whisked through the manufactured photographs laminated on the University's catalog, 

Víctor tried to imagine life anywhere else but in Panamá. What would it all be like if things didn't 

happen as they did? What if the Congress of the Isthmus folded, as he'd been taught in class all his 

life, until Bolívar saved the nation from ruin? What if there were no world wars? No peace tonight, no 

security? He was glad to live in such a privileged country, a peaceful and secure country. A country 

that knew it's history and needn't strive for perfection, it was on the precipice of it. How different life 

would be if Bolívar was as Gualo had said...  


